PEOPLE LINKED TO THE UNIVERSITY

- Go to: http://www.uv.es/sesport/ and click
- CLICK "Si es un Usuario VINCULADO a la Universidad" (“If you are linked to the University”)
- Enter the requested data (username and password given by the University)
- Fill the filter fields:
  - select CAMPUS from the drop-down list
  - select TYPE OF ACTIVITY from the drop-down list
  - select the SEMESTER
  - click
- When you decide the group you are interested in, select it and click on "MATRICULAR" (register) at the bottom of the screen.
- Fill in the credit card data. You can pay immediately or afterwards, but always within the same day.
- Print and / or save the pdf proof of payment.

PEOPLE NOT LINKED TO THE UNIVERSITY

- Register as a new user (“Registro de Nuevos Usuarios”)
- Order and pay for the sports card (TARJETA DEPORTIVA)
  - Note that you must show up in the campus of your choice to hand in the documentation requested for the card.
- Carry on the registration following the instructions at the top, but entering "Si es un usuario EXTERNO a la Universidad" (“If an outer University user ”) If the sports card has not been paid, the application will not let you choose or pay for the activity chosen.

ERASMUS STUDENTS

- If you are already enrolled in University, follow the instructions at the top "PERSONS LINKED TO THE UNIVERSITY"
- If not enrolled yet, proceed through: "Si el Alumno pertenece a un PROGRAMA DE INTERCAMBIO NO MATRICULADO”. In the NIE section enter the number "M95 ........."
  issued by the University of Valencia. and press

As long as the activity is contained in the “Cursos pendientes de pago” (outstanding courses), the applicant may cancel the registration by selecting it and clicking “Anular curso” at the bottom of the screen. The courses offered are ALWAYS visible, even if there are not places left.